Lisa Miller – Pre Conference Resources

MEDIA on The Spiritual Child

NEW YORK TIMES OpEd The Spiritual Child

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/22/opinion/david-brooks-building-spiritual-capital.html

TODAY SHOW NBC

http://www.today.com/parents/how-raise-spiritual-child-3-exercises-dr-lisa-miller-t11736

MSNBC

http://www.msnbc.com/the-cycle/watch/research-suggests-babies-are-born-spiritual-479452739936

NPR

http://hereandnow.wbur.org/2015/10/01/spiritual-children-lisa-miller

TEDx

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7c5t6FkvUG0

Oprah (OWN)


Washington Post


Time


New York Magazine


Fairfield County, CT Papers- Hersam Acorn

http://arts.hersamacorn.com/the-spiritual-child-a-path-to-resilience/
Macleans Magazine, Science Section

http://www.macleans.ca/society/science/god-is-the-answer/


MSNBC on *The Spiritual Child*: http://www.msnbc.com/the-cycle/watch/research-suggests-babies-are-born-spiritual-479452739936

NPR on *The Spiritual Child*: http://hereandnow.wbur.org/2015/10/01/spiritual-children-lisa-miller

*Editor, Oxford University Press Handbook of Psychology and Spirituality:*  

*Co-Editor-in-Chief, Spirituality in Clinical Practice (APA Journals):*  

Website:  www.lisamillerphd.com